
Provide your guests and V.I.P clients with an 

unforgettable experience. We can cater for all levels of 

golfing experience from beginner to elite player.

Jason and his team of experienced Golf Professionals 

combine the very latest in technology with proven 

coaching practices to improve your golf swing. Our 

instructors will give each student a clear and simple 

understanding of their golf swing.

Our facilities are designed for use in all seasons, 

including a golf simulator if wet weather arises. A 

perfect solution if you are worried about the weather.

Jason Laws is recognised as one of the best Golf 

Instructors in Australia.

Jason’s knowledge has seen him awarded:

2002 & 2015 NSW/ACT PGA Teacher of the Year

2016 NSW/ACT PGA Coach of the Year

2018 NSW/ACT PGA and National PGA Game 
Development Professional of the Year.

Director of Instruction:
Jason Laws

At Newcastle Golf Club
4a Vardon Road, Fern Bay NSW 2295

P: 02 4928 1664    F: 02 4920 1664
jason@jasonlawsgolf.com

www.jasonlawsgolf.com

Corporate golf clinics – 
More than just a day on 

the golf course!

CORPORATE GOLF 
OPPORTUNITIES

EMPOWERING YOU WITH 
KNOWLEDGE



Our options are inclusive of all levels of golfer:

Golf Simulator Hire

Golfers may prefer to play a round on a selection of golf 

courses in air-conditioned comfort.

Private Beginner Golf Lessons

The perfect way to improve your golfing skills.

Private Beginner Golf Clinic

Learn alongside other beginner golfers together in a 

relaxed setting.

Simulator Hire with Private Golf Lessons

Take advantage of our state-of-the-art facility and 

escape from the on-course setting.

Prices based on one professional, if two are required due to group size prices 
increase by $100 per hour

Corporate Golf Day with a difference.
Select from our many products:

Your Corporate Golf Day can include packages 
for non-golfers and beginner golfers.

Join Jason Laws and his team to experience the very 

latest in golf instruction.

The Academy provides golfers with state-of-the-art 

equipment to help them improve and refine their 

game.

The indoor golf tuition facility includes two levels with 

three bays. The main bays provide analysis by V1, SAM 

PuttLab, BodiTrak, FlightScope Launch Monitor, 

MySwing and K-Vest Biomechanics.

This equipment has been chosen to provide maximum 

benefit to the golfer which is supported by Jason’s 

extensive experience as a PGA Professional.

Golf Clinic
Maximum of 8 golfers for 1 hour

Play with a Pro

JLGA Staff will move throughout the field 

providing advice to your guests. 

On Course Player Lesson 

JLGA Staff set up on a tee block. Each 

player will receive a video of their swing 

emailed directly to them with drills. 

Virtual Long Drive at Academy. 

FlightScope Launch Monitor with ball 

flight tracking technology. Before or during 

a Corporate Golf Day. This can also be 

done on course from a chosen tee.

Virtual Nearest the Pin at Academy 

Utilising the FlightScope Launch Monitor.

$200/hour

$200/hour

$200/hour

$200/hour

$249/hour

“Jason is very much a student of 
the game. His knowledge, 

enthusiasm and ability to educate 
those around him has seen his 

reputation grow and precede him.”  

Nick Cutler
Australian Golf Digest


